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Abstract 
We prove that, contrary to the common belief, the algorithm deciding sat&ability of equations 
in free groups, given by Makanin, is not primitive recursive. 
0. Introduction 
The problem whether the set of all equations that are satisfiable in some free group 
- or, equivalently, in all groups - is recursive (usually called the satisfiability prob- 
lem for group equations), and the analogous problem for semi-groups (usually called 
the satisfiability problem for semigroup equations) were first formulated by Markov 
in early 1960s (see [2]). Special cases of the second problem were solved affirma- 
tively by Markov (see [2]), Khmelevskii [4], Plotkin, [13] and Lentin [8]. But the 
full solution turned out to be extremely difficult and eluded researchers for many years. 
The breakthrough came in a series of papers by Makanin [9-l 11. The first of these 
gave a positive solution to the satisfiability problem for semigroup equations. The 
second, which appeared a few years later, together with corrections published in the 
third paper, established the analogous, much more difficult result for groups. 
Makanin’s decision procedure for equational satisfiability in semi-groups has received 
a lot of attention in the literature, mainly from computer scientists. Several improve- 
ments of Makanin’s algorithm have been given (see [12,1,3,15,6]). 
As regards Makanin’s result for groups, not much further research seems to have 
been done. We can only mention the 1984 paper by Razborov [14], which presents an 
algorithm for generating all solutions to a given group equation. 
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In this paper we prove that, contrary to the common belief, the Makanin’s decision 
procedure for equational satisfiability in groups presented in [ 10, 1 l] is not primitive 
recursive. 2 In fact, one can prove (see [5]) that the functions defined in [l l] which 
give an upper bound on the number of iterations of elementary steps in Makanin’s 
algorithm are not primitive recursive. However, it is impossible to give a concise and 
comprehensive proof of this statement without copying a large part of Makanin’s pa- 
per, since definitions of the actual functions used in [ 10, 1 l] are quite complicated and 
are mixed together with the proof of correctness of algorithm and with the algebraic 
arguments. Moreover, the fact that the bounds are not primitive recursive does not 
imply that the algorithm itself is not primitive recursive. 
To circumvent the difficulty we introduce the notion of an abstract Makanin al- 
gorithm. It captures the algorithmic properties used to prove the decidability of the 
solvability problem for equations in free groups, and abstracts from the algebraic con- 
text which obscures the overall structure of the algorithm. Abstract Makanin algorithm 
can be considered a skeleton, on which with complicated data structures (generalised 
equations) and algebraic arguments, the actual algorithm is built. The main algorith- 
mic features and parameters used by Makanin can be still recognised in the abstract 
notion. 3 
In Section 1 we establish the halting property for abstract Makanin algorithms. The 
abstract Makanin algorithm is parametrised by two “complexity parameters” that in the 
case of the actual Makanins algorithm are very large. In Section 2 we give an example 
of an abstract Makanin algorithm which, even for small “complexity parameters” is 
not primitive recursive. Since the algorithmic structure of the abstract algorithm is 
inherent in the algorithm presented in [IO] this proves that the last one is not primitive 
recursive. Moreover, the example we give has been obtained by a simplification of the 
actual Makanins algorithm, and it mimics the actual behaviour of Makanin’s algorithm 
working on “generalised equations”. 
By AC we shall denote the Ackermann function i.e. the function defined by recursion 
as follows: 
Ac(O,n) = n + 1, 
Ac(m + 1,0) = Ac(m, l), 
Ac(m + 1,n + 1) = Ac(m,Ac(m + I,n)). 
It is well known that any function growing as fast or faster than the Ackermann 
function is not primitive recursive. 
By N we denote the set of non-negative integers, N+ is the set of positive integers. 
2 The belief was justified by the fact that the bounds given in [lo] were primitive recursive. In this paper, 
when talking about Makanin’s algorithm for groups, we refer to the algorithm of [IO] together with the 
corrections made in [l 11. 
3 See the comments a&r Definition 1.2. 
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1. Abstract Makanin algorithms 
In this section we define the notion of an abstract Makanin algorithm and prove that 
it always terminates. We first give an auxiliary definition. 
Definition 1.1. If f :X +X, then we define a function f’ : N x X 4X by putting 
f’(O;x)=x and f’(n+l;x)=f(f’(n;x)), for nEN. 
Now we are ready to give the definition of the main notion of this section. 
Definition 1.2. Let I be an element which does not belong to N. An abstract Makanin 
algorithm is a tuple (E, Y, p, s, e, f) such that 
(i) E is a set and r:E-+E, 
(ii) p:E-+NU{l_} is a function such that 
(ii.1) {p(r’(i;x)): i E N} is finite, for each x E E, 
(ii.2) r(n) =x if and only if p(x) = I, 
(iii) s:E*N,f:N-,N, f(n+l)> f(n), fornEN,ands(r(x))<f(s(x)),forxEE, 
(iv) e : N -+ N is a non-decreasing function such that, if x E E, r(x) # x, and k E N+, 
then there exists j <k such that card({i <k: p(r’(i;n)) = p(r’(j;x))}) <e(s(x)). 
Original Makanin’s algorithm consists of a series of reductions of “generalised equa- 
tions” that are executed until a “simple” equation is obtained. In the abstract notion 
defined above the set of generalised equations and the reduction procedure are rep- 
resented, respectively, by the set E and the reduction function r. The set of simple 
equations is represented by those elements of E that cannot be further reduced, i.e. 
T(X) =x. The original Makanin’s algorithm is non-deterministic. Our notion, describes 
a deterministic process, which corresponds to the behaviour of the original algorithm 
on one of the branches of the computation tree. 
There are two parameters describing a generalised equation which are present in the 
notion of an abstract Makanin algorithm. These are the size (s), and the parameter 
functions (p), which, in the case of actual generalised equations, correspond respec- 
tively, to the length, and the “index” of a generalised equation - or the consecutive 
number of the “main dependence” of a generalised equation being considered, in the 
numbering of all dependencies. The size of an input x and the cardinal&y of the set 
P(x), of parameters which appear in the process of reduction, determine the execu- 
tion of an abstract Makanin algorithm for an input x. The functions e and f deter- 
mine the behaviour of an abstract Makanin algorithm for all inputs. The function f 
bounds the growth of the size of a generalised equation in the process of reduction, and 
e describes the fact, that in every finite sequence of equations, which is obtained during 
the execution of an abstract Makanin algorithm, there is an equation, whose parameter 
does not appear too many times. Actual bounds for the functions corresponding to f 
and e in [ll] are respectively max{2x, 1) and F2 (see Lemma 10.4 of [lo] with the 
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corrections made in [ 1 l]), where FZ is defined in [ 1 l] by a complicated recursion and 
grows faster than the Ackermann function, so is not primitive recursive. 
We shall need the following easy fact. 
Proposition 1.3. If (17, r, p, s, e, f) is an abstract Makanin algorithm, and n Q m, then 
s(r’(n;x)) < fl(m; s(x)) (1) 
for all x E E. 
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction. Clearly, by (iii) we have f(m) >m, for m E N. 
This easily gives the result for n = 0. Moreover, if m 2 n + 1, and (1) holds for n, then 
s(r’(n + l;x))= s(r’(n;r(x)))Q f’(m - l;s(r(x)))Gf’(m - l;f(s(x))) 
= f’(m;s(x)). 0 
Below we introduce some notions that are not necessary to prove or state the results 
of this section, but fix intuitions and can help to understand the meaning of theorems, 
we are going to prove. 
Definition 1.4. Let d = (E, r, p, s, e, f) be an abstract Makanin algorithm. Then 
(i) The execution of SZZ on an input x is the sequence (r’(n;x): n E N). We put 
P(x) = {p(r’(n;x)): n E N}\(I). 
(ii) We put H = {x E E: r(x) =x}, an we say that d halts for an input x after n d 
steps, if r’(n;x) E H. 
(iii) The functions e and f are called the complexity parameters of d. 
(iv) A function 4 is the time complexity of d, if for each input x E E, L&’ halts 
after <q(card(P(x)),s(x)) steps, and q is minimal with this property, i.e., if for each 
y E E\H, there exists x such that s(x) =s(v), card(P(x)) =card(P(y)), and d on 
the input x halts after exactly qX = q(card(P(x)),s(x)) steps (i.e. r’(q,;x) E H and 
rl(q, - l;x)@H). 
Definition 1.5. Given functions e, f : N ---f N we define g : N2 + N and h : N3 + N as 
follows: 
(i) g(O,k) = 1, 
(ii) NO, t, k) = g(t, k), 
(iii) h(j+ l,t,k)=h(j,t,k)+g(t,f’(h(j,t,k);k)), 
(iv) g(t+ l,k)=h(e(k),t,k). 
Before proceeding further we state some easy, but useful properties of functions f 
and g. 
Lemma 1.6. Functions g and h dejned above have the following properties: 
(i) they assume positive values, 
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(ii) h is an increasing function of the first variable, 
(iii) if e(v) > 0, then g(i + 1, v) > g(i, v), 
(iv) if e and f are non-decreasing, then g and h are non-decreasing functions of the 
last variable, 
(v) zf e and f are increasing and f (0) > 0, then, for all n,m E N, (a) and (b) below 
hold. 
(a) Ac(m,n) < g(m + 1,n + l), 
(b) Ac(m+l,n)<h(n+l,m+l,n+l), 
(vi) g and h are not primitive recursive. 
Proof. Parts (i)-(iii) are obvious, (iv) follows by a routine induction, and (vi) is an 
immediate consequence of (v). 
The proof of (v) uses parts (i)-(iv) and the fact that if f (0) > 0, for an increasing 
function f then 
fl(x;y)~x++. 
We proceed by induction as follows. 
To get (a) for m = 0, we notice that 
g(l,n+1)=h(e(n+1),O,n+l)~e(n+1)+1>n+2>Ac(O,n). 
If (a) holds for a fixed m and every n, then (b) holds for m and n = 0. In fact, we 
have h(O,m+l,l)>l, therefore f’(h(O,m+1,1);1)~h(O,m+1,1)+1~2, and finally 
h(l,m+1,1)>g(m+1,f’(h(O,m+1,1);1)~g(m+1,2)>Ac(m,1)=Ac(m+1,0). 
To prove, that (b) for m and n implies (b) for m and n + 1 notice that 
h(n+2,m+l,n+2)>g(m+l,f~(h(n+l,m+l,n+2);n+2)) 
>g(m+ l,h(n+ l,m+ l,n+2)+n+2)) 
Zg(m + l,h(n + Lm + l,n + 1) + 1) 
>g(m + l,Ac(m + 1,n) + 1) 
> Ac(m,Ac(m + l,n))=Ac(m + 1,n + 1). 
Finally if (b) holds for a fixed m and arbitrary n then 
g(m+2,n+1)=h(e(n+1),m+1,n+1)~h(n+1,m+1,n+1)~Ac(m+1,n), 
and (a), for m + 1 and every n, follows. 0 
Theorem 1.7. If ~4 = (E, r, p, s, e, f) is an abstract Makanin algorithm then, for each 
input x E E, d halts after g(card(P(x)),s(x)) - 1 steps. In other words, for every 
x E E, r’(g(card(P(x)),s(x)) - 1;~) E H. 
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Proof. Let k > 0, and put Pk(x) = {p(r’(i;x)): i <k}. We claim that 
if d(k - l;x)$!H and card(f’k(x))Gt, then k < g(t,s(x)). (2) 
We shall prove (2) by ,induction on t. It is obvious that (2) holds for t = 0. Now, 
as the main induction hypothesis, assume that (2) holds for t. 
Having t fixed, we shall prove by induction on j that 
if r’(k - l;x)$H, and for some asp, card({a} lJ&(x))<t + 1 
and card({i -C k: p(d(i;x)) =u})=j, then k < h(j,t,s(x)). (3) 
If j = 0, then Pk(x) has at most t elements, so by the main induction hypothesis, we 
have k -C g(t, s(x)) = h(0, t, s(x)). 
Now, assume that r’(k - l;x)$H, that (3) holds for t and j, and that 
card({i < k: p(rI(i;x)) = u}) =j + 1. 
Let I be the greatest integer such that I < k, and p(r’( E; x)) = a. We claim that 
z < w, t, s(x)) (4) 
and 
k - I - 1 < g(t,s(r’(Z + l;x)))~g(t,f’(h(j,t,s(x));s(x))). (5) 
Clearly (4) holds if Z=O. Moreover, curd({i < I: p(rI(i;x)) =a})=j, so for 1 > 0, 
(4) follows from the hypothesis that (3) holds for t and j. 
Of course, (5) holds if k - Z - 1 = 0. Moreover, curd({p(r’(i; r’(Z + 1;~)): i < k - 
1 - 1)) <t, so for k - Z - 1 > 0, we can apply (2) for t to get the first inequality of (5). 
Now, Proposition 1.3, and Lemma 1.6(iv) imply that s(r’(Z + l;x))<fI(Z + l;s(x)), 
which finishes the proof of (5). 
Using (4) and (5) we finally get 
k=Z+ l+(k - 1 - Z)<h(j,t,s(x))+g(t,f’(h(j,t,s(x));s(x)))=h(j+ L&s(x)) 
so (3) holds for all j E N, and t hxed above. 
Now, to finish the proof of (2) notice that by Definition 1.2(iv), there is an a E Pk(x) 
such that curd{i < k: p(r’(i;x) = a} <e(s(x)), hence k < h(e(s(x)), &s(x)) = g(t + 1, 
s(x)). 
To conclude the proof of the theorem, let t =curd(P(x)) and suppose that 
r’(g(t,s(x)) - 1;~) $ H. Then an application of (2) to k=g(t,s(x)) gives g(t,s(x)) 
< g(t,s(x)), so, we have arrived at a contradiction. Therefore rl(g(curd(P(x)),s(x)) - 
l;x)gH. 0 
We have proved the halting property of abstract Makanin algorithm. However, by 
Lemma 1.6(vi) function g, which bounds the number of steps of an abstract Makanin 
algorithm, is not primitive recursive. 
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2. An example 
Now, we are going to construct an example of an abstract Makanin algorithm, for 
which the number of steps cannot be bounded by a primitive recursive function, even 
if the complexity parameters are given by slowly growing, increasing functions. First, 
we shall roughly describe our construction in a non-formal way. The objects upon 
which our algorithm operates will be pairs (T& a), where a’ is a finite sequence of fixed 
length (vector) of non-negative integers and v is a (integer) parameter which controls 
the reduction process of a’. Initially a’= (ae, .. . , a,), and v has some initial value. 
At each step of the algorithm the control value v is changed to f(v), for some fixed 
function f, and the first non-zero coordinate of a’ is decremented by 1 (so, the algorithm 
stops if a’=(O,..., 0)). Moreover, if the coordinate, which is decremented, is not the 
first one, then all smaller coordinates are given new, initial positive value e(v), which 
is computed from the control parameter v using a fixed function e. 
Example 2.1. Let f(v) = v + 1, e(v) = u. Let (c v) + (&w) denote that (6; W) is ob- 
tained from ($ u) in one step. Finally, let : be the transitive closure of +. Then we 
have 
(0,0,0,1;1)--,(1,1,1,0;2)~(0,1,1,0;3)-,(3,0,1,0;4)~(2,0,1,0;5) 
: (0,0,1,0;7)~(7,7,0,0;8): (0,7,0,0;15)-+(15,6,0,0;16) 
-1-, (0,6,0,0;31)--t(31,5,0,0;32) -r, (0,5,0,0;63)-,(63,4,0,0;64), 
and so on. 
Now we shall give a formal definition of a function next, which will be used to 
construct an abstract Makanin algorithm. 
Definition 2.2. Given functions e, f : N + N we define a function 





(a0 ,..., am)=(O ,..., 0), 
(bo, . . . , b,; f(u)) otherwise, 
where 
e(v) if for each i’ <i, Uir = 0, 
bi = ai - 1 if ai > 0 and for each i’ < i, uif = 0, 
ui otherwise. 
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If (al), . . . ,a,; ?I) E w+l x N, then we define ((aa,...,a,;~))~=q, for i<m, and 
((a09 .** , Gl; 0) )m+l = u. 
Let i Qm + 1. An element (a~, . . . , a,; u) E IV+’ x N is called a zero of degree i, 
if a, = 0, for all n < i, and is called a zero of degree exactly i if in addition ui # 0. 
A zero of degree exactly i, for i < m + 1 is called proper. 
Lemma 2.3. Assume that i Qm, (Z V) E bF2 is a proper zero of degree i. Then for 
each jEkJ 
(i) next’(g(i, u); ($ u)) is a zero of degree i, 
(ii) if 0 < I < g(i,u), then nextI(l; (2,~)) is not a zero of degree i, 
(iii) next’(h(j, i, u); (z u)) is a zero of degree i, 
(iv) if0 <j<(next((ii; u)))i and h(j - l,i,u) < 1 < h(j,i,u), then next’(l; (ii; u)) is 
not a zero of degree i. 
(v) if j<(next((a’; u)))i, then (next’(h(j,i, u); (3 u)))i = (next(($ u)))i - j. 
Proof. The proof is divided into two parts. 
Part 1: In the first part we shall prove that if (i) and (ii) hold for a fixed i and 
every proper zero (Z u) of degree i, then (iii)-(v) hold for i, every proper zero (c u) 
of degree i, and every j E lV. 
We proceed by induction on j. Let ($ u) be a proper zero of degree i. 
Let j=O. Clearly (iv) holds. Moreover, it is easy to see that (i) implies (iii). To 
prove (v) notice that if x is not a zero of degree i, then by the definition of next 
(x)~ = (next(x))i. (6) 
Therefore, (v) follows by (ii) and the definition of h. 
Now, assume that (iii)-(v) hold for j. Notice that 
next’(h(j + 1, i, u); (zi; u)) = next’(g(i, f’(h( j, i, u); u)); next’(h( j, i, u); ($ u))). 
If nextI(h( j, i, u); (a u)) is a proper zero, then by the definition of next 
next’(h( j, i, 0); (ii; u)) = (a”; f ‘(h( j, i, u); u)) 
for some a” and (iii) follows from (i). The case when next’(h( j, i, u); ($ u)) is a non- 
proper zero, is obvious. 
In a similar way we can prove (iv) using (ii). We use the fact, which easily follows 
from the induction hypothesis on (v), that next’(h(j, i, 0); ($ u)) is a proper zero of 
degree i, for j < (next((a”; u)))i. 
Now, to prove (v), let j + 1 <(next((ii; u))i. By induction hypothesis that (iii) and 
(v) hold for j, it follows that next’(h( j, i, u); (c$ u)) is a zero of degree exactly i. Let 
I = f ‘(h( j, i, u); u). Then for some ii’ 
next’(h( j, i, u); (a; u)) = (8; f’(h( j, i, u); v)) = (a”; I). 
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Now, we have 
(next’(h(j -t 1, i, v); (G u)))j = (ned(g(i, 1); (2; E)))j 
= (next’( 1; (2; Z)))j 
= ((6; Z))i - 1 
= (next( (2, 7J))i - j) - 1 
=(neN($U)))i -(j+ l), (7) 
where the second equality follows from (6) and (ii), the third from the property that 
(2; I) = next’(h(j, i, u); (2, u) ) is a zero of degree exactly i and the fourth from (v) 
for j. Clearly (7) proves (v) for j + 1. 
Part 2: Now, using Part 1, by induction on i, we shall prove that (i) and (ii) hold 
for each proper zero (a; v) of degree i. Let i = 0. Clearly each (i;; V) E W+2 is a zero 
of degree 0, so (i) holds, and (ii) follows from the definition of g. 
Now, assume, as an induction hypothesis, that (i) and (ii) hold for i and 
(a, u) is a proper zero of degree i + 1. (8) 
By Part l(iii), ned(g(i+ 1, u); (Z v)) = next’(h(e(v), i u); (Z u)) is a zero of degree i. 
Moreover, since (next( (z u) )i = e(u), by (v) we get 
(next’(g(i + 1,V); (a’;V)))i = (next'(h(e(u),i,U);(a';U)))i = 0, 
so ned(g(i -t 1,~); (2, u)) is a zero of degree i + 1, and (i) follows. 
To prove (ii) notice that if 
(9) 
0 < 1 -c g(i + 1, u)=h(e(u),i,U), 
then either 0 < 1~ g(i, v) = h(0, i, u), or E = h(j, i, u) for some j < e(u), or there exists j, 
0 < j d e(v) such that h( j - 1, i, u) < I < h( j, i, u). In the second case, by (iii) and (v), 
next’(Z; ($ u)) IS a zero of degree exactly i, so it is not a zero of degree i + 1. 
In the first and the third case, next’(1; (& u)) is not a zero of degree i, respectively 
by the induction hypothesis (ii) and by (iv), and hence it is not a zero of degree 
i+l. 0 
Proposition 2.4. If 130, then 
(next’(l; (52, 1; u))~ = 0. 
m times 
Proof. Obvious. 0 
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Definition 2.5. Let e, f : N + N. Then we define d = (E,r, p,s,e,f) as follows: 
E = {nextI(k; (0,. . . , al;u)): k,m,uEN+}, 
m times 
Y( (Z, u)) = next((?i, u)) for all ((ii, v)) E E, 
P((ao,...,a,;d)= 
_L if for every j<m, aj=O, 
i if ai > 0, and for every j < i, aj=O, 
f-‘(v)= min{i: f(i)aV}, 
s((G u)) = f-‘(u). 
Proposition 2.6. Let P(x) = {p(rI(x; i): i E N+}\(l). Zf (ii; u) is a zero of degree 
exactly n and e(u) > 0, then 
P+((a’;u))>{O,...,n- 1). 
Proof. Assume that (ii; u) is a zero of degree exactly n, and let i < n. By Lemma 
2.3(i) and (ii) it follows that r’(g(i, u); ($ u)) is a zero of degree exactly i. Hence, 
p(r’(g(i, u); (F$ u))) = i. Cl 
Theorem 2.7. Zf d = (E, r, p,s, e, f ), where e is non-decreasing and f is increasing, 
then d is an abstract Makanin algorithm. 
Proof. It is clear that (i) and (ii) of Definition 1.2 hold. Moreover, it is easy to prove 
that s(r((c u))) < f (s( (i$ v))), so (iii) holds too. 
To prove (iv) let ($ u) E N m+2 II (E\H), and let k E N. We can assume that 
r’(k - 1; ($ u))$H. 
Let 
i = max{p(r’( j; (F&u))): j < k and rz( j; (2 u))$H}. 
By Proposition 2.4, p(x) < m, for each x E Nm+’ n E, so i < m. 
By the definition of E, 
(4 21) = next’(n; (v 1; 0')) 
m times 
for some n, u’ E N+. Let 
no = max{ j < n: next’( j; (o,...,J 0,l; u’)) is a zero of degree i + l}, 
m times 
and let 
(20; UO) = next’(no* 0 ,~l;u’)). 
m times 
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Clearly, (iis; us) is a proper zero of degree i + 1. 
We claim that 
k<g(i+ l,vo)+no-n. 
Otherwise, by the definition of i 
p(r’(g(i+ 1,uo) + no -n; (a’;u)))<i. 
(10) 
But r’(g(i + 1, uo) + no - n; ($ v)) = next’(g(i + 1, vo); (do; uo)) and by Lemma 2.3 (i), 
next’(g(i + 1, vo); (Zo; uo)) is a zero of degree i + 1. So 
p(rI(g(i + 1, u0) + no - n; (~2 u))) > i, 
and we get a contradiction. 
Now, we shall prove that 
if p(r’( j; ($ u))) = i for some j < k, 
then h(Z,i,uo)=j+n-no for some l<e(uo). (11) 
Let j < k. Then by (lo), j + n - IZO < g(i + 1, uo) = h(e(uo), i ~0). Consequently, either 
j + n - no < h(0, i, ug) or, h(Z, i, ug) < j + n - no < h(l + 1, i, UO), for some I < e(u0). 
The first case 0 < j+n-no < g(i,uo), so by Lemma 2.3(ii), next’( j+n-no; (i;o; us)) 
equals r’( j; (ii; u)), and therefore is not a zero of degree i, contrary to the assumption. 
In the second case Lemma 2.3(ii) implies that j+n --no =h(Z,i, u), for some Z < e(uo). 
Since h is increasing with respect to the first argument, by (1 l), p(r’( j; ($ u))) = i 
holds for at most e(vo) many integers j < k. 
To conclude the proof of (iv) it suffices to notice that 
uo<f’(n-no- 1;uo)=f-‘(j-$2-no;uo))=f-‘(u)=s((a’;u)) 
which implies that e(uo) G e(s( ($ u) )). 0 
Theorem 2.8. Let d = (E, r, p,s, e, f) be an abstract Makanin algorithm and let g 
be defined from e, f by DeJinition 1.5. Zf e( 1) > 0, then the time complexity of d is 
g(.,.) - 1. 
More formally, for each m, u E IV+, there exists x E E, for which card(P(x)) = m, 
s(n) = u, and r’(g(m, u) - 2;~) $H. 
Proof. Of course we have 
0;~) EE: rn,u~ IV+}. 
m+l times 
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On the other hand, by the definition of p, and Proposition 2.4 we get p(r’(Z;x)) < m, 
for any I such that r’(Z;x) $ H, so card(P(x)) = m. 
By Lemma 2.3(ii), 
r’(g(m,s(x)) - 2;~) =next’(g(m,u) - 1; (u 1; v)) $!H. 0 
M times 
To conclude, let us formulate the main result of this section. Notice, that we can 
obtain abstract algorithms which are not primitive recursive, even if we require that 
complexity parameters grow very slowly. As mentioned earlier, the complexity param- 
eters in the original Makanin’s algorithm (especially F’2) grow very fast. 
Corollary 2.9. If e, f : N --+ N are increasing and f (0) > 0, then there exists an ab- 
stract Makanin algorithm with complexity parameters e and f, whose complexity is 
not primitive recursive. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 1.6(v) and Theorem 2.8. 0 
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